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Abstract: The application of photovoltaic (PV) power to split water and produce hydrogen not only
reduces carbon emissions in the process of hydrogen production but also helps decarbonize the
transportation, chemical, and metallurgical industries through P2X technology. A techno-economic
model must be established to predict the economics of integrated PV–hydrogen technology at key time
points in the future based on the characteristics, variability, and uncertainties of this technology. In this
study, we extracted the comprehensive technical factors (including PV tracking system coefficient, PV
conversion efficiency, electrolyzer efficiency, and electrolyzer degradation coefficient) of an integrated
PV–hydrogen system. Then, we constructed a PV hydrogen production techno-economic (PVH2)
model. We used the levelized cost of hydrogen production (LCOH) method to estimate the cost
of each major equipment item during the project lifetime. We combined the PVH2 and learning
curve models to determine the cost trend of integrated PV–hydrogen technology. We developed a
two-dimensional Monte Carlo approach to predict the variation interval of LCOH for PV–hydrogen
projects in 2030 and 2050, which described the current technology variability with variable parameters
and the uncertainty in the technology advancement with uncertain parameters. The results showed
that the most critical factors influencing LCOH are PV conversion efficiency and the capital cost of
the electrolyzer. The LCOH of PV to hydrogen in China will drop to CNY 18–32/kg by 2030 and
CNY 8–18/kg by 2050. The combination of a learning curve model and a Monte Carlo method is
an effective tool to describe the current variability in hydrogen production technologies and the
uncertainty in technological progress.

Keywords: PV–hydrogen production; technological progress; LCOH; learning curve; Monte Carlo
method; variability; uncertainty

1. Introduction

Facing the increasingly serious environmental problems caused by the excessive emis-
sion of greenhouse gases in the world, China is striving to achieve carbon peaking by 2030
and carbon neutrality by 2060. The hydrogen produced by the electrolysis of water from
photovoltaic power can be used as both a clean energy medium and an industrial raw
material; through P2X technology, it can help the transportation, chemical, and metallur-
gical industries achieve decarbonization. Although the cost of PV hydrogen production
is not yet competitive with that of traditional hydrogen production technology, with the
development of PV and electrolyzer technology, the accumulation of learning experience,
and the expansion of production scale, PV hydrogen production may gain cost advantages
in the future and become one of the main avenues through which China’s carbon emis-
sion reduction targets will be achieved. Therefore, the following issues are of practical
importance: identifying the characteristics of PV hydrogen production-related technologies,
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fully considering the variability in existing technologies and the uncertainties of techno-
logical progress and establishing a techno-economic model to predict the economics of PV
hydrogen production projects at key time points in the future.

Solar energy has strong development prospects because it is clean and renewable [1].
Solar energy can be used in various ways, one of which is to generate photovoltaic power.
Hydrogen is an advantageous clean energy source. As a result, numerous academics and
research institutes worldwide are becoming interested in the generation of hydrogen energy
powered by PV [2]. The system structure of photovoltaic hydrogen production is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of PV hydrogen production system.

Future technological advances in PV–hydrogen production systems, such as per-
ovskite solar cells (PSCs) and noble metal-free cocatalysts for enhanced photocatalytic
H2 production [3–5], will play an important role in further reducing the levelized cost of
PV hydrogen production. However, technological progress is uncertain, and we do not
know how PV and electrolytic water hydrogen production technologies will develop in
the future. Therefore, in this study, we introduced the concept of learning rate to predict
the contribution of future technological advances to the reduction in the levelized cost of
hydrogen production powered by PV systems using historical data from recent years.

The economics of photovoltaic hydrogen production systems have been extensively
studied by many scholars. Norouzi (2022) reviewed many different methods of hydrogen
production, including from fossil fuels and from renewable energy sources, reviewing and
ranking these methods in terms of different aspects such as economic, social, environmental,
energy, and sustainability of external energy. Based on the advantages and disadvantages
of various hydrogen production methods, solar electrolysis, as a small-scale hydrogen
production method, and thermochemical methods, for large-scale hydrogen production,
were identified as the preferred methods [6]. Gondal (2018) estimated the potential of
producing hydrogen from various established technologies from renewable resources in
Pakistan and concluded that solar PV has an annual generation potential of 2.8 million tons
of hydrogen, second only to biomass in terms of annual hydrogen production [7].
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Grimm et al. (2020) conducted a techno-economic analysis of two solar-assisted
hydrogen production technologies: a photoelectrochemical (PEC) system and its major
competitor, a photovoltaic system connected to a conventional water electrolyzer (PV-E
system). The LCOH of the off-grid PV-E system was USD 6.22/kg (H2), whereas the
LCOH of the PEC system was much higher, at USD 8.43/kg (H2) [8]. Hosseini et al. (2020)
discussed the ability of three electrolysis systems (i.e., alkaline water electrolysis (ALK),
polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis (PEM), and solid oxide electrolysis (SOEC))
to produce hydrogen coupled with solar systems and the advantages and disadvantages
of each. They found that ALK was the most mature for integration with concentrated
photovoltaic (CPV) systems [9].

Fereidooni et al. (2018) studied the economic feasibility and annual performance of
a 20 kW photovoltaic power station located in Yazd City, Iran, and found, through both
experimental studies and simulations, that the region is capable of generating electricity
for hydrogen production [10]. Maggio et al. (2020) performed a techno-economic-financial
evaluation of a system to be located in Messina (Italy) to produce green hydrogen to be sold
as a feedstock for industries and research centers; they found that investment to construct a
small-scale PV-based hydrogen production plant can be remunerative [11]. Peláez-Peláez
et al. (2021) proposed constructing a hybrid PV fuel cell-based system with hydrogen as
the energy carrier and performed a techno-economic evaluation of the system, concluding
that although the cost of this system was relatively high at present, it would be technically
feasible and, in the next few years, would also be economically viable [12]. Kalbasi et al.
(2021) studied the exact potential of solar hydrogen production in Iran at different stations
and clarified the suitability of using PV for hydrogen production in different regions of the
country; the findings can help energy policy makers to create a strategic framework and
roadmap for solar hydrogen production in Iran [13].

Qolipour et al. (2018) studied the technical-economic feasibility of establishing a
hybrid PV–wind power plant to produce electricity and hydrogen using HOMER software
for the Hendijan area in the southwest of Iran; they confirmed that the establishment of
a hybrid plant in the area under study is possible [14]. Gökçek et al. (2018) conducted
a techno-economic analysis of a hydrogen refueling station powered by two types of hy-
brid renewable energy generation systems (wind–photovoltaic-battery and wind–battery
systems) to be installed in Gökçeada Island, Turkey. The analysis was performed us-
ing HOMER software to assess the feasibility of the hydrogen refueling station to refuel
25 vehicles per day throughout the year. Based on the results of the analysis, the levelized
hydrogen costs for hydrogen refueling stations powered by hybrid wind–photovoltaic–
battery systems and wind–battery systems were 8.92 and 11.08 USD/kg, respectively [15].

The key influences on the economics of PV–hydrogen production projects are a com-
mon concern of scholars. Longden et al. (2021) investigated the marginal impact of
electricity costs, electrolyzer capital costs, and capacity utilization factors on the cost of
hydrogen production and showed that electrolyzer units should share a site with renewable
energy parks to use electricity that would otherwise be curtailed; when they operate during
periods of low or negative grid prices, separate green hydrogen operations are commer-
cially viable as renewable generation and electrolysis units continue to be curtailed [16].
Ahshan et al. (2021) evaluated the economic feasibility of using existing solar resources in
the Sultanate for hydrogen production and conducted a sensitivity analysis, the results of
which showed that electricity and capital costs were the most important factors influencing
the future cost of green hydrogen production [17]. Yates et al. (2020) used the levelized cost
of hydrogen (LCOH) to demonstrate the considerable potential of producing green hydro-
gen using off-grid photovoltaics, and identified system size, capital costs, and electrolyzer
efficiency as the three most important drivers of LCOH using a Monte Carlo approach [18].

As the risks and uncertainties faced by real engineering projects that can affect the
economics of the project are numerous, the Monte Carlo method is a tool commonly used
for project uncertainty analysis. For complicated problems, Monte Carlo simulation gen-
erates random outcomes for probabilistic factors to imitate the randomness inherent in
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the original problem. As such, a solution to a rather complex problem can be inferred
from the behavior of these random outcomes. Furthermore, in systems or processes
where experimental testing is either impractically expensive or impossible, this method-
ological approach is widely used to examine hypothetical scenarios and perform what-if
analysis [19]. Heck et al. (2016) calculated the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of seven
generating technologies using a Monte Carlo method and investigated how location-based
capacity factors (CFs) affect the LCOE of renewable technologies [20]. Geissman and Ponta
(2017) used a Monte Carlo simulation approach to determine the LCOE of a nuclear and
gas project and examined the effects of external expenses such as carbon intensity and tax
on LCOE density functions [21]. Yates et al. (2020) created a Monte Carlo-based model to
pinpoint the main causes of LCOH in five distinct off-grid standalone solar systems around
the world [18]. Benalcazar and Komorowska (2022) established a Monte Carlo-based model
to investigate the underlying economic and technical factors that impact the success of
the Polish green hydrogen strategy, characterizing the local meteorological conditions of
Polish NUTS-2 regions and comparing the levelized cost of hydrogen in such regions in
2020, 2030, and 2050 [22].

Advancements in technology and experience will lead to the reduction in project costs.
The learning curve model is a tool commonly used to study this phenomenon. Santhakumar
(2021) argued that internalizing technological change in energy system models substantially
impacts the cost of climate policy actions based on the sources of learning used to describe
technological processes [23]. To more accurately describe the technological change process,
Kouvaritakis (2000) first proposed two-factor learning curves (2FCs). By using research and
development (R&D) expenditures as a representative of the stock of knowledge as a second
source of learning, a policy variable was introduced to the learning curve model [24]. Grubb
(2002) stated that technological change should be modeled as a result of the interactions
of other interrelated processes, such as government-funded R&D, private technology
investment, and economy-of-scale effects [25].

In summary, by analyzing the existing studies, we found that the use of renewable
energy to produce hydrogen is not only technically but also economically feasible, and
has considerable potential in the future. However, many factors, including technological
advancement and uncertainty, may affect the economy of specific PV–hydrogen projects
at a certain time and place. By studying the different photovoltaic technologies and the
methods of calculating power generation introduced by various scholars, and understand-
ing the principles, characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of different electrolysis
technologies, we constructed a model of PV–hydrogen production systems in this study.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, researchers have not additionally considered
the effects of project variability in the present and the uncertainty of future technological
improvement on the economics of future projects. If we cannot distinguish between the
variability of the parameters due to the differences in the level of technology and the
price of services of the construction units in a particular season of a particular project at
a particular location, and the uncertainty of the decrease in the cost of capital due to the
technological progress and the accumulation of learning experience, effectively judging the
trend in future project cost changes would be difficult. Using the traditional Monte Carlo
method to set the optimistic values of important parameters as future possibilities does not
describe the dynamic characteristics of project cost changes with technological progress;
however, using learning curves only to portray the relationship between technological
progress and cost decline cannot accurately describe the diversity and complexity of each
key parameter in each time cross-section. Therefore, we need to establish an integrated
framework that considers the diversity of cross-sectional parameters and the uncertainty in
technological progress and the learning process to reasonably estimate the economics of
engineering projects at key time points in the future, which can serve as a basis for policy
makers and managers to judge the trend in the economic feasibility of the technology.

With the present study, we attempted to fill this gap and contribute to the literature in
four dimensions. First, we developed a novel integrated approach that integrates learning
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curve and Monte Carlo methods to explore the impact of the current technological diversity
and the deterministic and stochastic nature of the intrinsic link between technological
progress and cost reduction on future project economics. Yates et al. do use the traditional
Monte Carlo method to explore the main causes of LCOH in five distinct off-grid solar
systems around the word; however, they did not consider integrating a mathematical
model to portray the impact of technological progress and experience accumulation on
project cost reduction, but only took the future values of economic and technical parameters
as optimistic values of parameter distribution, so their model does not have the ability
to predict the project cost at future points in time; other scholars use learning curves to
study the relationship of cost reduction and technology advancement, but they hardly
take into account the variability and diversity of costs of individual projects in the same
time cross-section at the same time, so they can only obtain a point estimate that does not
reflect the variability of future project costs. Our model takes both aspects into account,
and we can obtain interval estimates of cost variability at future points in time that are
closer to reality. Second, we identified key technical parameters that characterize the tech-
nological progress of PV hydrogen production systems: PV conversion efficiency, tracking
technology coefficient, PV learning rate and electrolyzer degradation rate, hydrogen pro-
duction efficiency, electrolyzer learning rate. While Yates et al. focus on the differences
in the cost of hydrogen production in different locations around the world, and identify
that system size, capital costs, and electrolyzer efficiency are the three most important
drivers for LCOH, our study focuses on key technical parameters related to technology
advancement that affect LCOH and finds that PV conversion efficiency and electrolyzer
capital cost have the most critical impact on the LCOH of PV–hydrogen projects. This
result is a reminder that although the technological development of hydrogen production
from electrolytic water will effectively reduce the cost of hydrogen production, the increase
in photovoltaic conversion efficiency brought by emerging photovoltaic materials such
as perovskite cells will significantly reduce the cost of PV-hydrogen production. Third,
we found that although PEM hydrogen production is a promising technology, the cost of
PEM hydrogen production is still higher than that of ALK hydrogen production in China.
Fourth, the findings provide invaluable insight for researchers and policymakers on the
future trajectories of PV-powered hydrogen production cost in China, which will help the
regional development of a green hydrogen economy and with meeting China’s carbon
neutrality target for 2060.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the system
description and components, describes a combination of the two-dimensional Monte Carlo
approach and the learning curve approach employed in this study, and the model used to
examine the economic performance of PV–hydrogen projects in China. In Section 3, the
characteristics of a PV–hydrogen project in China, main assumptions, and data sources are
described. In Section 4, we present and compare the results of the different future scenarios.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. PVH2 Model
2.1.1. PV

Many factors affect PV power generation, mainly solar radiation, sunshine hours,
system efficiency, solar panel tilt angle, wind speed, temperature, and humidity. Among
them, the most important factor affecting PV power generation is solar radiation. In
addition, various methods can be used to calculate PV power generation, and all of them
are related to solar radiation. In this study, we developed a modified version of the
standard method.

Based on the solar resource status of the area in which the PV plant is located, we
performed the calculation after considering many factors such as PV plant system design,
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PV square arrangement, and environmental conditions. The formula for calculating the
annual power generation of a PV power plant is shown in Equation (1) [26].

EP = HA ×
P
ES
× C× K (1)

where EP is the annual power generation, kWh; HA is the total horizontal solar radiation,
kWh/m2; P is the installed PV capacity, kW; ES is the irradiance under standard conditions,
taking the constant 1 kWh/m2; C is the tilted surface radiation coefficient, generally taking
the value of 1.05 to 1.15; K is the comprehensive efficiency coefficient. K is affected by a
variety of factors, including inverter efficiency, collector line loss, step-up transformer loss,
light use rate, PV module surface pollution correction factor, etc. In general, the value of K
is 75% to 85%.

Traditional PV power plants use fixed mounting technology to set an optimal tilt angle
based on local solar irradiation to obtain the maximum solar radiation and thus increase
power generation. Currently, a tracking system to adjust the solar panel orientation is the
best choice for PV power plants to reduce power generation costs and improve overall
efficiency. Tracking systems can be divided into dual-axis, flat single-axis, and oblique
single-axis systems according to the adjustment angle of the bracket. The earliest dual-axis
tracking method on the market, which tracks both east–west and north–south directions,
can increase power generation by more than 30% compared with fixed brackets. However,
due to its large footprint and two independent power actuators, the system requires a
large number of motors, which is expensive and has a high failure rate. Therefore, the
power stations gradually started to adopt single-axis tracking systems, abandoning the
north–south tracking and only tracking east–west. Especially in linked single-axis tracking
systems, compared with independent single-axis tracking, the use of synchronous linkage
technology requires more components driven by a single system and fewer motors, which
reduces costs and improves reliability. At present, the linked flat single-axis tracking
system products are mature and their performance is stable, so these systems are ready for
large-scale use. In large PV projects, the use of linked flat single-axis tracking systems can
increase power generation by 10–25% and reduce the cost of electricity by more than 10%
compared with the fixed type.

The conversion efficiency of photovoltaic cells is also an important factor affecting
photovoltaic power generation. Currently, many countries are conducting research and
development, attempting to increase PV conversion efficiency as quickly as possible, espe-
cially using perovskite solar cells. In 2009, Tsutomu Miyasaka first used perovskite solar
photovoltaic cells to generate electricity, and the electrical energy conversion efficiency was
only 3.8%. Ten years later, in 2019, the electrical energy conversion efficiency of erovskite
solar cells had been increased to 25%. By November 2021, Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin (HZB)
had developed a perovskite tandem cell with a conversion efficiency of 29.8%, setting the
record for perovskite cells and exceeding the efficiency limits of crystalline silicon technolo-
gies such as heterojunction and tunnel oxide passivated carrier selective contacts (TOPCon).
The theoretical efficiency limit of crystalline silicon solar cells, perovskite single-layer cells,
crystalline silicon/perovskite double-node stacked layer cells, and three-node layer cells is
29.43%, 31%, 35%, and over 45%, respectively [27].

Therefore, we introduced the tracking system coefficient Tr and PV conversion effi-
ciency coefficient η1 to consider the effects of these two technologies on PV power gen-
eration. We set the values of Tr to 1 to 1.25 and η1 to 0.89 to 1.39. The modified power
generation equation is shown in Equation (2).

EP = HA ×
P
ES
× C× Tr × η1 × K (2)
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2.1.2. Electrolyzer

Considering the degradation of electrolyzers, we introduced the parameter of the
annual multiplier of the power consumption of the cell to show the effect of the degradation
of the cell on its power [18]. Its calculation formula is shown in Equation (3).

D(n) = (1 + d)(n−1) (3)

where D(n) is the annual multiplier of power consumption of the electrolyzer; d is the
degradation factor of the electrolyzer; and n is the number of years.

Then, the formula for calculating the power consumption of electrolytic water for
hydrogen production is:

Ec_h = min
[

Ep_h, ER × D(n)
]

(4)

where Ec_h is the hourly power consumption of the electrolyzer, kWh; Ep_h is the hourly
power generation of the PV plant, kWh; ER is the rated power of the electrolyzer, kWh.
There are two main ways to calculate the hourly power production Ep_h of a site-specific PV
plant. One way is to calculate the hourly power production based on meteorological data
(including irradiance, temperature, wind speed, etc.) for a typical meteorological year. The
other method is to use the historical data of power generation from the existing PV plants
at the site with a sampling period of 10 or 15 min, and aggregate them into hourly power
generation. The former approach has been adopted by many scholars, the professional PV
plant design software PVsyst, and hybrid power system modeling software HOMER. Yates
gives all the specific formulas in the xlm file in the supporting material of his paper. We
also use the former approach but did not use Yates’ formulas because of the difficulty in
obtaining the data items required for its collection. Instead, we used the PV design aid
software Meteonorm to calculate the hourly irradiance by inputting the latitude, longitude,
tilt, and azimuth of the site, and then used Equation (2) to approximate the hourly power
production of the PV plant. It can be calculated by replacing HA in Equation (2) with the
hourly horizontal irradiation.

The electrolyzer capacity factor KEC is introduced, and its calculation formula is shown
in Equation (5) [18].

KEC =
Ec_h

ER × D(n)
(5)

The minimum capacity of the electrolyzer is assumed to be Kmin. The hourly hydrogen
production of an electrolyzer, QH2_h, is calculated by Equation (6) [18].

QH2_h =

{
Ec_h×η2

D(n) , i f KEC > Kmin

0 , i f KEC ≤ Kmin
(6)

where η2 is the conversion efficiency of the electrolyzer, kg/kWh. Once the hourly hydrogen
production is known, the annual hydrogen production can be obtained by addition.

The common electrolyzers are alkaline (ALK), proton exchange membrane (PEM), and
solid oxide (SOEC) electrolyzers. The ALK electrolyzers have the longest stack life and the
highest production rate, but they have the lowest electrolysis efficiency of approximately
70% and the highest energy consumption. The PEM electrolyzers have the shortest cold
start time and the highest purity of hydrogen output, but their production rate is low. The
SOEC electrolyzers have the highest efficiency and low energy consumption, but they
have the shortest stack life so they need frequent replacement, and the technology is not
yet mature. In this study, we focused on PEM electrolyzer technology for PV–hydrogen
production facilities due to its high flexibility, efficiency, and compact design [28].
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2.1.3. Factors Affecting Technological Advancement of PV-Powered Hydrogen Production

The economics of PV–hydrogen projects can be affected by a variety of technological
advancement factors, which can be analyzed in terms of both PV power and electrolytic
conversion of water to hydrogen.

In PV power plants, the PV power generation module mainly includes a PV array, an
inverter, an irradiation tracking device, a controller, a sink box, and a power distribution
device. The maximum efficiency of the inverter can reach 99%; the controller, sink box,
and distribution device technology are also matured; the technology to improve the size is
limited. At present, increasing the efficiency of PV module conversion has been the key
research focus of various countries and enterprises. In addition, PV tracking technology has
rapidly developed in recent years, from fixed brackets to dual-axis tracking systems, and to
more economical single-axis tracking system; PV power generation is gradually improving.
With the increase in PV cumulative installed capacity, these advances in PV technology
will lead to the decrease in the capital cost of PV units, which will directly affect the cost
of investing in PV hydrogen production projects, and therefore the economic benefits
of these products.

For electrolytic hydrogen production modules, the electrolytic water hydrogen pro-
duction system mainly includes an electrolyzer, a hydrogen storage tank, a compressor, a
power distribution device, and an auxiliary control system. The main technical innovations
have focused on electrolyzers, with the current research hotspot being PEM electrolyzers.
This technology is characterized by high current density, low energy consumption, high
hydrogen production pressure, adaptability to the fluctuations in renewable energy gen-
eration, compact size, and providing the basic conditions for industrialization and scale
development. The hydrogen conversion efficiency of the electrolyzer directly affects the
amount of hydrogen produced. The degradation rate of the electrolyzer is related to how
quickly the hydrogen production performance decreases and how many times the stack is
replaced during the life of the project. As with PV, the unit capital cost of an electrolyzer
decreases as the cumulative installed capacity increases.

Therefore, we focused on the impact of six factors, including PV conversion efficiency,
tracking technology, learning rate, electrolyzer hydrogen production efficiency, degradation
rate, and learning rate, on the economics of PV hydrogen production systems.

2.2. Study Hypothesis

We set different values for parameters such as the stack replacement cycle, energy con-
sumption, degradation rate, and operating interval according to the technical performance
of the two electrolyzers. The assumptions commonly associated with the economic benefit
analysis of PV–hydrogen projects are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Assumptions related to PV–hydrogen projects.

Parameter Value Unit

Installed photovoltaic capacity 100 MW
System operation period 25 years

Stack replacement cycle (ALK) [29] 10 years
Stack replacement cycle (PEM) [30] 7 years

Energy consumption (ALK) [30] 55 kWh/kg
Energy consumption (PEM) [30] 50 kWh/kg

Electrolyzer degradation rate (ALK) [18] 0.5 %
Electrolyzer degradation rate (PEM) [18] 1 %

Allowable load interval (ALK) [31] 10~110 %
Allowable load interval (PEM) [31] 0~160 %
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2.3. Economic Indicators of PV–Hydrogen Production Systems
2.3.1. LCOH

We used the levelized cost of hydrogen production (LCOH) in this study to assess the
economics of hydrogen production. The LCOH is the total life-cycle cost of a PV–hydrogen
production project divided by the total life-cycle hydrogen production, which includes
the initial investment, operation, and maintenance costs, and considers the time value of
money and the influence of the salvage value of fixed assets. The LCOH is calculated as:

LCOH =
CAPEX− VR

(1+r)T + ∑T
n=1

An+En+CR
(1+r)n

∑T
n=1

Yn
(1+r)n

(7)

where CAPEX is the initial investment, VR is the salvage value of fixed assets, An is the
operating cost in year n, En is the energy consumption cost in year n, CR is the electrolyzer
replacement cost, Yn is the hydrogen production volume in year n, T is the project life cycle,
and r is the discount rate, which is generally taken as the benchmark rate of return [32].

2.3.2. Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

The net present value is the difference between the cash inflows and outflows of an
investment project. An investment is feasible only if the revenue of the investment project
is greater than or at least equal to its cost, i.e., the NPV is greater than zero. The NPV of a
PV–hydrogen project is calculated as shown in Equation (8) [32]:

NPV =
T

∑
n=1

Bn − Cn

(1 + r)n (8)

where NPV is the net present value; T is the project life cycle; Bn is the cash inflow in year
n; Cn is the cash outflow in year n; and r is the discount rate.

The internal rate of return is also an important economic evaluation index, which is
defined as the discount rate when the NPV is equal to 0. The formula for calculating the
IRR of internal rate of return is shown in Equation (9) [32].

T

∑
n=1

Bn − Cn

(1 + IRR)n = 0 (9)

If the internal rate of return is greater than the benchmark rate of return, the program
is feasible; the higher the internal rate of return, the better the program.

The payback period can be divided into static and dynamic payback periods. The
static payback period refers to the time required to recover the entire investment with
the net income of the project without considering the time value of money. The dynamic
payback period considers the time value of money, and the payback period is calculated
after discounting the net cash flow of each year into the present value at the benchmark
rate of return. The dynamic payback period is the year in which the cumulative present
value of net cash flow is equal to zero, and its calculation formula is shown in Equation
(10) [32].

Td = t′ − 1 +

∣∣∣∑t′−1
n=1

Bn−Cn
(1+r)n

∣∣∣
Bt′−Ct′

(1+r)t′

(10)

where Td is the dynamic payback period and t′ is the year when the cumulative NPV is
greater than zero for the first time.
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2.4. Uncertainties in PV–Hydrogen Production Systems

The economics of PV–hydrogen projects can be affected by a variety of technological
advancement factors, which can be analyzed in terms of both PV power and the electrolytic
conversion of water to hydrogen.

PV–hydrogen projects are inherently subject to a number of uncertainties, especially
as certain technologies have not yet achieved large-scale application, which can affect the
economics of the project. Uncertainties regarding future technological advances mainly
include the possibility of future performance improvements or further cost reductions
for some key technologies. Therefore, the uncertainties in the relatively small amount of
detailed data that can be obtained about the technologies are currently large. To illustrate
the potential impact of these uncertainties, in the next study, we identified the uncertainty
indicators to be considered in the project, and we analyzed sensitivity to determine the
extent of their impact on the economic benefits.

In this study, based on existing studies, we considered the uncertainties of technologi-
cal progress, and the relevant factors are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Uncertainties considered in PV–hydrogen projects.

Dimension Factor Description

Technology

Technology learning rate Reflects the trend in future technological progress

PV tracking technology Can improve power generation

Photovoltaic energy conversion efficiency Affects power generation

Electrolyzer power consumption Directly affects efficiency of hydrogen production

Degradation of electrolyzer Leads to a reduction in hydrogen production in later years

Market

Initial investment cost Changes in unit investment cost of PV and electrolyzer
reflect technological progress

Operating Costs PV–hydrogen projects require maintenance and repair
during operation

Hydrogen price Changes impact final revenue

Economic
Discount rate Changes create uncertainty in the net present value

Deflation Destabilizing factor that can impact costs

2.4.1. Learning Curve

Uncertainty in technological progress largely stems from people not having a clear
understanding of the stage of technological development. We do not know how the con-
version efficiency of PV solar panels will be improved and how the electrolyzer hydrogen
production technology will develop in the future. However, these predictions can be
performed by constructing learning curve models to derive the future decreasing trend in
PV unit installed cost as well as electrolytic water hydrogen production cost. Therefore,
learning curve models can be used to predict the future trend in technological progress in
response to the uncertainty of technological progress.

The learning curve model, also known as an experience curve, means that the cost
per unit of a product decreases in proportion to its cumulative output. At present, the
learning curve model has been used to predict the future trend in unit investment cost of
PV technology [33]. Combined with the characteristics of the PV–hydrogen production in-
dustry, we constructed a learning curve model for power generation/hydrogen production
equipment, whose calculation formulae are shown in Equations (11)–(13) [34,35].

Ccapex(t) = C0

(
X(t)
X0

)−β

(11)

Lr = 1− 2−β (12)
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Pr = 2−β (13)

where Ccapex(t) is the unit investment cost of the power generation/hydrogen production
equipment in period t, CNY/kW; C0 is the unit investment cost of the technology in the
base year, CNY/kW; X(t) is the cumulative installed capacity of the technology in period t,
kW; X0 is the cumulative installed capacity of the technology in the base year, kW; β is the
learning index; Lr is the learning rate; Pr is the technological progress rate.

Using experience as the only source of learning, this is a one-factor learning curve
model. To more accurately describe the technological progress process, Castrejon-Campos
proposed a two-factor learning curve that uses the stock of knowledge as a second source
of learning [36]. Knowledge stock involves the depreciation of old knowledge and the
creation of new knowledge, and includes policy factors, R&D investment, and the time lag
of R&D effects. Because relevant domestic R&D data are not publicly available, and the
cumulative installed capacity representing experience is available from industry reports,
we used single-factor learning curves to investigate the technological progress and future
unit cost predictions for PV and electrolyzers, separately.

2.4.2. Monte Carlo Method

The Monte Carlo method was proposed by John von Neumann and is a computational
method that uses random sampling statistics to estimate the results. In Monte Carlo
sampling, samples are obtained for the selected parameters of the scenario, which vary
according to a given probability distribution and therefore require a decision with risk. In
Monte Carlo analysis, all parameters are independent, which means that the distribution of
one variable does not affect the value of another variable, which is the nature of independent
random variables [33].

In Monte Carlo analysis, the parameter selection and parameter distribution assump-
tions are performed first. The parameter distributions that can be chosen are uniform,
triangular, and beta-PERT distributions. Uniform distribution is the simplest distribution
that samples a series of estimates; in this model, the minimum and maximum values
must be set, each of which is equally likely to be sampled. For the triangular and PERT
distributions, in addition to the minimum and maximum values, a most likely value needs
to be set, and the most likely value is emphasized. A triangular distribution is similar to a
triangle, with the most likely value located at the apex of the triangle. The PERT distribution
provides a close fit to the normal or log-normal distribution because it constructs a smooth
curve with more emphasis on the values around the most likely values. If sure about the
range of parameters set, PERT distribution can be chosen; if unsure, triangular distribution
can be chosen.

2.4.3. Method Integrating Learning Curve and Monte Carlo Simulation

Our method integrating learning curves and Monte Carlo simulation involves several
steps that can be summarized as follows:

Step 1. Identify the key components that may seriously affect the economics of PV–hydrogen
projects.

Step 2. Construct learning curve models for these key components and fit learning rate
parameters based on historical data, such as cumulative installed capacity and unit
capital cost.

Step 3. Use learning curve models to predict future unit capital costs of these components
and determine the statistical distribution of unit capital costs at certain future
time points.

Step 4. Identify the statistical distributions for model parameters that represent the viability
or uncertainty of technologies.

Step 5. At every selected future point in time, N random samples are generated from each
probability distribution function.

Step 6. Compute model results based on every possible combination of input variables.
Step 7. Statistically analyze model outputs and approximations of probability density functions.
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The integrated process of learning curves and Monte Carlo simulation for the eco-
nomic analysis of PV–hydrogen production projects is shown in Figure 2. Note that we
drew upon Benalcazar’s idea, but considered the trend in project capital cost changes
with technological progress at different time points. Especially when industry managers
have detailed production targets for key components such as PV modules and PEM cells,
this integrated approach allows them to predict the cost of such technical projects when
production targets are met.
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3. Simulation Case

China’s total solar radiation resources are abundant, and the overall distribution is
characterized by being higher on the plateau than on the plain, and higher in the dry
western area than in the humid eastern area.

According to the China National Energy Administration, China’s total solar radiation
resources can be classified into four classes: most abundant, very abundant, more abundant,
and average. The specific classification is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. China’s total solar radiation levels and regional distribution. Source: National
Energy Administration.

Level Total Annual Amount
(kWh/m2)

Total Annual Amount
(MJ/m2)

Percentage of National
Land Area (%) Major Areas

Most abundant ≥1750 ≥6300 ~22.8 Most of Tibet, western Sichuan, western
Inner Mongolia, northwestern Qinghai

Very rich 1400~1750 5040~6300 ~44.0
Most of Xinjiang, central and western Inner

Mongolia, eastern Tibet, most of Yunnan,
southern Fujian, most of Hainan

More abundant 1050~1400 3780~5040 ~29.8

Northeastern Inner Mongolia, most of
northeastern China, southern eastern China,
most of eastern and central China, central

Sichuan, eastern Yunnan

General <1050 <3780 ~3.4
Eastern Sichuan, most of Chongqing,
north-central Guizhou, northwestern

Hunan and southwestern Hubei

3.1. Data Collection

After analyzing the photovoltaic industry and the abundance of solar energy resources
in each city in Jiangsu Province, we considered the building of a 100 MW off-grid photo-
voltaic power plant in Suqian city in Jiangsu Province, which will use all the electricity
generated by PV for the electrolysis of hydrogen. Using Meteonorm 8.0 software, we
obtained the local monthly average solar irradiation data as shown in Table 4. As shown
in Table 4, the average annual horizontal solar radiation of the project is 1350 kWh/m2,
indicating a relatively abundant area in terms of total solar radiation according to Table 3.

Table 4. Average monthly meteorological data of Suqian city from last 10 years.

Month Monthly Average Horizontal
Radiation (kWh/m2)

Monthly Average
Temperature (◦C) Wind Speed (m/s)

January 65 1.1 1.9
February 78 4.2 2.2

March 120 10.2 2.5
April 140 16.4 2.5
May 155 21.9 2.3
June 145 26 2.3
July 154 27.9 2.1

August 139 26.9 1.9
September 122 22.5 1.7

October 95 16.8 1.7
November 73 9.4 1.8
December 65 3 1.9
Full year 1350 15.5 2.1

3.2. System Parameter Assumptions

The parameter assumptions in the PV–hydrogen project were divided into financial
and technical assumptions, and the main technical and financial assumption data are shown
in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

Table 5. Main technical parameters assumed in PV–hydrogen project.

System Technical Data Assumed Value Unit

Photovoltaic plant
Installed capacity 100 MW
System lifetime 25 years

Degradation factor 0.005 -
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Table 5. Cont.

System Technical Data Assumed Value Unit

Electrolyzer

Water consumption cost [37] 4.1 CNY/m3

Stack replacement cycle (ALK) [29] 10 years
Stack replacement cycle (PEM) [30] 7 years

Hydrogen production power consumption (ALK) [30] 55 kWh/kg
Hydrogen production power consumption (PEM) [30] 50 kWh/kg

Degradation factor (ALK) [18] 0.5 %
Degradation factor (PEM) [18] 1 %

Permissible load interval (ALK) [31] 10~110 %
Permissible load interval (PEM) [31] 0~160 %

Table 6. Key financial parameters assumed in PV–hydrogen project.

Financial Parameter Value Unit

Discount rate 8 %
Hydrogen price 47 CNY/kg

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Economic Benefit
4.1.1. Hydrogen Production

As shown in Figure 3, ALK electrolyzers are already a mature commercial product
with a long replacement cycle of twice in 25 years, whereas PEM technology is still in
the early stage of commercial development, with a shorter replacement cycle of three
times in the same period. Because PEM electrolyzers have a wider working range and a
smaller capacity to match PV power generation, but consume less electricity for hydrogen
production, they can produce substantially more hydrogen per year than ALK electrolyzers.
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4.1.2. Economic Benefits of PV–Hydrogen Systems

1. LCOH

The levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH) can be divided into the following major parts:
the initial investment and operating costs of the PV module, the initial investment and
operating costs of the electrolytic hydrogen production module, and the water consumption
and stack replacement costs. The specific parameters for calculating the costs are shown in
Table 7.
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Table 7. Main cost parameters for PV–hydrogen projects.

System Module Cost Classification Breakdown Unit Cost Unit

Photovoltaic power generation

Initial investment

Equipment procurement 2.98 CNY/W

Installation work 0.32 CNY/W

Civil engineering 0.46 CNY/W

Other costs 0.2 CNY/W

Operating Unit operating cost 0.045 CNY/W

Hydrogen production by electrolysis

Initial investment

ALK electrolyzer 2010 CNY/kW

PEM electrolyzer 6298 CNY/kW

Compressor See below /

Hydrogen storage tank 350 CNY/kgH2

Operating

Electrolyzer 17 CNY/kW

Compressor 3.2 Percentage of
equipment cost

Hydrogen storage tank 0.075 CNY/kg

Other
Stack replacement 15% Percentage of electrolyzer

construction cost

Water price 4.1 CNY/ton

• Photovoltaic power module cost

The initial investment cost of PV power plants is the cost of PV power plant con-
struction, including the equipment procurement, installation engineering, construction
engineering, and other costs. In the simulation case in this study, according to the unit
cost of a 100 MW installed PV power plant, the equipment procurement cost is CNY
298 million, the installation engineering cost is CNY 32 million, the construction engineer-
ing cost is CNY 46 million, and other costs are CNY 20 million. In summary, the total initial
investment cost of the photovoltaic power plant is CNY 396 million. The specific values are
shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Initial investment cost of a 20 MW PV plant in Suqian city.

Breakdown Unit Cost (CNY/W) Total Cost (106CNY) Percentage of Total Investment

Equipment procurement 2.98 298 75.2%
Installation works 0.32 32 8.1%

Construction 0.46 46 11.6%
Other costs 0.2 20 5.1%

Total initial investment 3.96 396 100%

Data source: China Photovoltaic Industry Association (CPIA).

In terms of the operation and maintenance costs of PV power plants, according to the
China Photovoltaic Industry Association, the unit operation cost of the PV power plant was
approximately 0.045 CNY/W in 2021, so the operation cost of this project is approximately
4.5 million CNY/year.

• Cost of electrolysis hydrogen production module The electrolysis hydrogen production
module involves the initial investment costs of the electrolyzer, compressor, and
hydrogen storage tank; the annual operation cost; and the replacement cost of the
electrolyzer stack and the annual water consumption cost.

(a) Initial investment and operating costs of the electrolyzer: The installed capacity
of the proposed PV plant is 100 MW, so it needs to be equipped with an ALK
electrolyzer with a 90.9 MW installed capacity or a PEM electrolyzer with a
62.5 MW installed capacity. The initial investment cost of the electrolyzer can
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be calculated by calculating the costs of the ALK electrolyzer at 2010 CNY/kW
and of the PEM electrolyzer at 6298 CNY/kW. The annual operating cost of
the electrolyzer can be obtained by multiplying the installed capacity of the
electrolyzer with the unit operating cost of about 17 CNY/kW [18].

(b) Initial investment and operating costs of the compressor: To improve the
economy of hydrogen storage and transportation, hydrogen gas must be com-
pressed. The investment cost of the hydrogen compressor equipment for a
volume flow rate of 300 m3/h is CNY 320,000, and then the cost of hydrogen
compression for other volume flows can be obtained according to the power
law given in Equation (14). The operating cost of the compressor is set at 3.2%
of the initial investment cost [38].

Ccompression = 320000×
(

VH2

300

)0.6
(14)

where Ccompression is the investment cost of hydrogen compression, CNY; VH2

denotes the hydrogen flow rate, m3/h.
(c) Initial investment and operating costs of hydrogen storage tank: The cost of a

hydrogen storage tank mainly depends on its capacity; the case minimum and
maximum storage capacities are 10,000 and 108,000 kg of hydrogen, respectively.
The formula for calculating the investment cost of a hydrogen storage tank is
shown in Equation (15), and its operating cost is shown in Equation (16) [38].

Cstore = UCstore ×Massstore (15)

OCstore = UOMstore ×Massstore (16)

where Cstore is the investment cost of hydrogen storage tank, CNY; UCstore is
the capital cost of medium pressure hydrogen storage, set to 350 CNY/kg;
Massstore indicates the mass of hydrogen in the storage tank, kg; OCstore is the
annual operating cost of hydrogen storage tank, CNY; UOMstore is the unit
hydrogen storage operating cost, set to 0.075 CNY/kg.

(d) The water consumption cost Cw = Pw ×Qw ×QH2_year, where Pw is the price
per unit of water used in hydrogen production, here taken as 4.1 CNY/m3 [37];
Qw is the water consumption in hydrogen production, here taken as
0.009 m3/kg [37]; QH2_year is the annual hydrogen production of the elec-
trolyzer. The cost of water consumption for each year of the electrolyzer during
its life cycle can be calculated after considering each datum.

(e) Stack replacement cost: In prior studies, researchers calculated the stack re-
placement time according to the number of hours of electrolyzer operation;
others set the stack replacement time according to the number of years. We
used the latter in this study. Assuming a replacement cycle of ten years for an
ALK electrolyzer and seven years for a PEM electrolyzer [30], two and three
stack replacements are required for ALK and PEM electrolyzers, respectively,
during the project life cycle. Taking the stack replacement cost as 15% of the
initial investment cost of the electrolyzer [30], the replacement cost of both
electrolyzers can be obtained.

(f) Salvage value of fixed assets: For this project, the PV salvage value is 3% of
the initial PV investment cost, and that of the electrolyzer is 10% of the initial
investment cost. The salvage value of fixed assets is the only value that can
be calculated as income in the levelized hydrogen production cost, which can
reduce the cost.

Based on the above data, the levelized cost of hydrogen production for the PV + ALK
electrolyzer and PV + PEM electrolyzer projects is approximately 33.2 and 37.3 CNY/kg,
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respectively. The breakdown of each cost component in the levelized cost of hydrogen
production is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows that the capital expenditure for the PVs and electrolyzer accounts
for the largest share, nearly 70%, of the overall hydrogen production levelization cost. In
contrast, the operating expenditure for the compressor CAPEX and hydrogen storage tank
accounts for a smaller share of the hydrogen production levelization cost. The PV CAPEX
of the PEM electrolyzer project is smaller than that of the ALK electrolyzer project because
the ALK electrolyzer is basically localized and less expensive, whereas the key materials
and technologies for the PEM electrolyzer still need to be imported and are more expensive.

2. NPV and IRR

Over the lifetime of the project, the cumulative NPVs of the two electrolyzers, ALK
and PEM, for hydrogen production are markedly different, as shown in Figure 5. The
cumulative NPV of the project using an ALK electrolyzer is consistently larger than that of
the project using a PEM electrolyzer, and the dynamic payback period is shorter.

The economic indicators, such as NPV, IRR, and payback period, of the project are
shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Results of economic indicators of the two projects.

Project NPV (104CNY) IRR Dynamic Payback Period (Years)

PV + ALK 35,619.71 14.3% 10.05
PV + PEM 27,656.03 11.7% 12.82
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Table 9 shows that the final economic index results of the PV + ALK electrolyzer project
are widely different from those of the PV + PEM electrolyzer project. In brief, both projects
are feasible because their NPVs are greater than zero, their IRRs are above the benchmark
rate of return of 8%, and their dynamic payback periods are less than the project life of
25 years. Overall, the PV + ALK electrolyzer project is more economical because it has a
larger NPV, a larger IRR, and a shorter dynamic payback period.

4.2. Uncertainty Analysis
4.2.1. Sensitivity of Five Factors Affecting NPVs

In this study, we selected five factors, namely discount rate, PEM electrolyzer capital
expenditure, hydrogen price, PV capital expenditure, and PV conversion efficiency, for
sensitivity analysis of the impact of project NPV. The base values of each factor are shown
in Table 10. When each factor changes by ±5% or ±10%, the resulting variation in the
project NPV is as shown in Table 11.

Table 11 shows that among the five factors, hydrogen price and PV conversion ef-
ficiency move in the same direction as NPV, whereas discount rate, electrolyzer capital
expenditure, and PV capital expenditure all move in the opposite direction as NPV. Among
them, changes in hydrogen price have the most notable impact on NPV, as a 10% change
in hydrogen price can lead to a change of nearly 50% in NPV; PV conversion efficiency
has the same impact on NPV as hydrogen price. The impact of PV capital expenditure on
NPV is the least important:, when it changes by 10%, the change in NPV is approximately
14%. The impact of the electrolyzer on NPV is comparable to that of PV capital expenditure:
when the discount rate changes by 10%, the NPV changes by 26% to 29%.

Table 10. Base values of sensitivity analysis factors.

Factor Discount
Rate

PEM Electrolyzer
CAPEX (CNY/kW)

Hydrogen Price
(CNY/kg)

PV CAPEX
(CNY/kW)

PV Conversion
Efficiency

Base Value 8% 6298 47 3960 24%
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Table 11. Variation in NPV with individual changes in each factor.

Change in Base
Value Discount Rate PEM Electrolyzer

CAPEX Hydrogen Price PV CAPEX PV Conversion
Efficiency

−10% 28.7% 16.4% −48.5% 14.3% −45.5%
−5% 13.9% 8.2% −24.2% 7.1% −22.7%
0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
5% −13.2% −8.2% 24.2% −7.1% 22.7%

10% −25.7% −16.4% 48.5% −14.3% 45.5%

The results of the analysis showed that an increase in the price of hydrogen will
increase the revenue and thus the NPV, so increasing the price of hydrogen will most
effectively increase the economic benefits of the project. The increase in PV conversion
efficiency will directly increase the power generation and the hydrogen output, thus having
a substantial impact on NPV. When considering the time value of money, the higher the
discount rate, the lower the value of the income later in the project when discounted to
present value, so the discount rate inversely moves with the NPV. Additionally, the decrease
in capital cost per unit of PV and electrolyzer will lead to an increase in NPV, and the
decrease in the capital cost of the electrolyzer will more strongly affect NPV than PV.

In summary, the sensitivity of these five factors on NPV in descending order is:
hydrogen price, PV conversion efficiency, discount rate, electrolyzer unit investment cost,
and PV unit investment cost.

4.2.2. Projection of Future Levelized Cost of PV-Powered Hydrogen Production

The uncertainty in the technological progress of both PV and electrolyzer hydrogen
production is an important factor affecting the future cost of PV hydrogen production,
which will, in turn, affect its economic efficiency. Based on the learning curve, the trend
in the unit installed cost of PVs and electrolyzers can be seen as the cumulative installed
capacity increases of PVs and electrolyzers.

The installed cost and cumulative installed capacity of PV in China in recent years are
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 shows that the cumulative installed capacity of photovoltaic power generation
in China in recent years has been steadily trending upward and exceeded 300 GW in 2021,
reaching seven times the cumulative installed capacity in 2015. With the development of
science and technology, the quality of photovoltaic components continues to increase, and
the cost is decreasing, resulting in PV unit investment costs declining year over year, with a
larger decline before 2018. This decline tended to level off in the later years as the difficulty
of technological progress increased.

The learning index (i.e., regression coefficient) of PVs was calculated based on the
linear relationship that exists between the log unit installed cost and the log cumulative
PV installed capacity using the least squares method of linear regression for parameter
estimation, which we used, in turn, to calculate the learning rate of PV in China from
2015–2021 as approximately 25.6%. The fitted line of the learning index is shown in
Figure 7, and the regression results are shown in Table 12.
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Table 12. Learning curve regression results.

Parameter Regression
Coefficient Estimate Standard Error p-Value F-Test Value R-Squared Adjusted R-Squared

Value 0.42696 0.02228 <0.001 367.1 0.9839 0.9812

In these results, the R-squared indicates the goodness of fit, which refers to the degree
of fit of the regression equation to the sample. A higher value indicates a better fit, indicating
that the model can well explain the variability in the dependent variable. The R-squared
value in Table 12 is 0.9839, which indicates a good fit. The p-value of the F-test < 0.001,
indicating that the independent variable has a significant effect on the dependent variable.

Because the installed capacity and unit cost data of electrolyzer systems in China are
not publicly available, we directly applied the study data from the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA), where the learning rate of the PEM electrolyzer is approximately
18%. After obtaining the learning rate of PV and electrolyzer technology in China, and then
based on the cumulative installed capacity of PVs and electrolyzers in China in the next few
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years, we forecasted the trend in the future investment cost. The forecast of our cumulative
installed PV and electrolyzer capacity in the next few decades is shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Forecast of future installed PV and electrolyzer capacity [35].

Year 2020 2030 2040 2050

Cumulative installed capacity of photovoltaic (GW) 250 1025 2300 3450
Cumulative installed capacity of electrolyzer (GW) 1 70 200 300

Therefore, based on the known data, we predicted the future investment cost trends
for PV and electrolyzers in China from 2020–2050, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 shows that with a PV learning rate of 25.6%, the future PV unit installed cost
will continue to decline to approximately 2301 CNY/kW in 2030 and 1371 CNY/kW in
2050, which is a 67% decrease from 2020. With a learning rate of 18%, the unit installed cost
of electrolyzers will substantially decline until 2030, and will even be lower than that of
PVs, after which the downward trend tends to level off. By 2030, the unit installed cost
of electrolyzers will drop to approximately 1866 CNY/kW, which is 70% lower than that
in 2020, so the production of green hydrogen from electrolyzers will rapidly develop in
this decade. By 2050, the unit installed cost of an electrolyzer will drop to 1230 CNY/kW,
which is only 20% of the cost in 2020.

Under China’s double carbon target, the development of renewable energy will be
further encouraged in the future. As shown by the photovoltaics + electrolyzers clean
green hydrogen production model, its future installed scale will continue to expand and
the unit installed cost will continue to reduce, which will stimulate the transformation and
upgrading of energy, leading to clean energy carbon emission reduction.

Based on the previous analysis, we selected six technical parameters that can reflect
the characteristics of technological progress: PV tracking system coefficient, PV conversion
efficiency, PV learning rate, electrolyzer degradation rate, electrolyzer hydrogen produc-
tion efficiency, and electrolyzer learning rate. We then investigated the impact of each
technology factor on the LCOH through Monte Carlo simulation. Among them, the impact
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of the project economics of PV learning rate and electrolyzer learning rate is reflected by
the decrease in the unit capital cost of the equipment due to the learning process that
accompanies the production practice process. The actual values of these parameters in 2020
and the projected values in 2030 and 2050 were compiled from industry reports, national
industry standards, and technical parameters of major equipment published in journal
articles. We use the pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic values of each parameter at
the same time point to portray the variability in the degree of technological mastery of
different companies in different spaces. In particular, we derived the pessimistic values of
PV conversion efficiency from Chinese national standards. The most likely values of PV
learning rate were calculated above, we derived the pessimistic values from Wang (2022),
and the optimistic values from IRENA. We obtained the PV unit capital cost from the China
Photovoltaic Industry Association (CPIA); we obtained the PEM electrolyzer degradation
rate and hydrogen production efficiency from Yates (2020), the electrolyzer learning rate
from IRENA, and the unit capital cost of electrolyzers from the China Hydrogen Energy
Development Report 2020. Each specific value is shown in Table 14, demonstrating the
impact on the levelized hydrogen production cost after future technological advances.

Table 14. Monte Carlo simulation parameter settings.

System Module Technical Data Year Pessimistic
Value

Most Likely
Value

Optimistic
Value

Photovoltaic

Tracking system factor
2020 1 1.1 1.25
2030 1 1.1 1.25
2050 1 1.1 1.25

Conversion efficiency
2020 16% 18% 25%
2030 18% 20% 30%
2050 20% 30% 40%

Learning rate - 14% 25.6% 34%

Unit capital cost (CNY/W) 2020 3 3.5 4.5

PEM
electrolyzer

Degradation rate
2020 1.0% 0.7% 0.5%
2030 0.5% 0.3% 0.1%
2050 0.3% 0.1% 0.05%

Hydrogen production efficiency
(kWh/kgH2)

2020 59 52 45
2030 52 48 45
2050 48 45 41

Learning rate - 13% 18% 20%

Unit capital cost (CNY/W) 2020 6 8 12

We selected distribution form for each technical parameter in the Monte Carlo simu-
lation based on the inherent characteristics of the technical parameter and our familiarity
with that technical parameter. The two distributions commonly used in the uncertainty
analysis of projects are the triangular and beta-PERT distributions. The former is suitable
for scenarios where the most probable value of the distribution is less certain, whereas the
latter is more often used in cases where the most probable value of the distribution is more
certain. Because PV technology is more mature and the related industry data are more com-
plete, whereas the electrolytic water-to-hydrogen technology, especially PEM electrolyzer
technology, is still in the early stage of commercial development and no publicly available
multisource mutually verified data are available, we set the technical parameters of the PV
module to obey the beta-PERT distribution and the technical parameters of the electrolyzer
module to obey the triangular distribution.

Based on the distribution characteristics of the technical parameters, 5000 stochastic
simulations were conducted for the 2020, 2030, and 2050 scenarios. We formed 5000
stochastic combinations of the technical parameters for each scenario, and we calculated
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the LCOH of the project based on the stochastic combinations of the parameters. Finally,
the statistical characteristics of the LCOH of the PV hydrogen project in 2030 and 2050, the
itemized cost components, and the correlation with different technical parameters were
studied. The specific results of the simulations are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 shows the LCOH results are more widely distributed in 2020, at approximately
30–65 CNY/kgH2, and will lead to further cost reductions as technology advances. By
2030, the LCOH will drop to approximately 18–32 CNY/kgH2; and by 2050, the LCOH
results are more concentrated and may drop below 10 CNY/kgH2, at approximately
8–18 CNY/kgH2. We investigated the degree of influence of these six technical parameters
on LCOH in 2030 and 2050, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows that the impact of the unit capital cost of an electrolyzer on the
LCOH is the largest and positively correlated in different periods, followed by that of
the PV conversion coefficient, which is negatively correlated with LCOH. The higher the
conversion efficiency, the lower the LCOH. The change in the degradation factor of the
electrolyzer always has a nonsignificant effect on the LCOH. Over time, the effect of the PV
unit capital cost on LCOH becomes increasingly significant, while the effect of electrolyzer
power consumption becomes less and less significant.

In addition, we decomposed the composition of LCOH in different periods into nine
major parts, including each capital expenditure, operating expenditure, and power stack
replacement and water consumption costs, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 shows the capital expenditure for PV and electrolyzers consistently accounts
for the largest share of the LCOH over time, while the operating expenditure for com-
pressors is the smallest. The proportion of the stack replacement and water consumption
costs continually decrease, while that of the hydrogen storage tank capital cost continually
increases in the LCOH over time.

We investigated the extent of the impact on LCOH after different technological ad-
vances by applying a combined Monte Carlo–learning curve simulation method. Overall,
the capital cost of PVs and electrolyzers is the most important aspect constituting the LCOH,
and reductions in their costs will more strongly impact the decrease in LCOH. In the future,
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with the advancement of various technologies in PV–hydrogen projects, the LCOH will
further drop.
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We compared our projection results with the similar studies in the literature. Xu
calculated the LCOH of hydrogen production from electrolytic water in a 100 MW PV
plant in 2022 as approximately 36 CNY/kg, and used the learning curve model to predict
that, with technological progress, the LCOH would drop from 36 CNY/kg in 2022 to
approximately 16 CNY/kg in 2030 [39]. Wang studied the future cost trend of hydrogen
production in China based on learning curve and predicted that the cost of hydrogen
production from PV + PEM electrolytic water would drop to CNY 25/kg by 2030; after 2050,
the cost of hydrogen production from PV + PEM electrolytic water will drop to CNY 12/kg.
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Wei predicted that the cost of hydrogen production from renewable energy electrolytic
water would be as low as 11.63 CNY/kgH2 by 2050 [40]. These scholars’ estimates are
within the estimation interval of our model, CNY 16–32/kg in 2030 and CNY 8–18/kg in
2050, which may validate the reasonableness of our model.

5. Conclusions

In this study, by establishing a model to study the economic efficiency of PV hydrogen
production considering the differences in hydrogen production electrolyzer technology, we
applied LCOH analysis to calculate the cost of each major component during the project life
and interpreted the project economics using relevant financial indicators: net present value,
internal rate of return, and dynamic payback period. We collated and identified the techno-
logical advancement factors of PV–hydrogen production projects, and we estimated the
PV learning rate using the least squares method. We constructed a 100 MW PV–hydrogen
production project in a city in Jiangsu Province as a simulation case, and we analyzed the
hydrogen yield and economic benefits of the projects. We also considered five influencing
factors (PV capital expenditure, PV conversion efficiency, electrolyzer capital expenditure,
discount rate, and hydrogen price) in a sensitivity analysis. We established a learning
curve–Monte Carlo method using learning curves with hyperparameters to describe the
decreasing trend in the future investment costs for PV and electrolyzer technologies; we
used a Monte Carlo random distribution to investigate the variability and uncertainty of
the impact of different technical parameters on the LCOH of a PV–hydrogen system. In
summary, our main conclusions are as follows:

• At present, hydrogen production using ALK electrolyzers still has a cost advantage
over that using PEM electrolyzers. In the simulation case in this study, the LCOH for
the PV + ALK electrolyzer and PV + PEM electrolyzer project is 33.2 and 37.3 CNY/kg,
respectively. Among the levelized costs of each component, the initial investment
costs of the PV plant and electrolyzer account for a larger proportion of the LCOH,
and their cost changes most strongly impact the LCOH.

• Among the five factors (PV capital expenditure, electrolyzer capital expenditure, PV
conversion efficiency, hydrogen price, and discount rate) that may affect the NPV
of PV–hydrogen projects, changes in the price of hydrogen have the most notable
effect. A 10% change in the hydrogen price may lead to a change of nearly 50% in
NPV. Changes in PV unit investment costs have the least impact on NPV, with a 10%
change in NPV resulting in a 14% change in NPV. The sensitivity of NPV to these five
factors in descending order is: hydrogen price, PV conversion efficiency, discount rate,
electrolyzer unit investment cost, and PV unit investment cost.

• We proposed a two-dimensional Monte Carlo approach to predict the variation inter-
val in LCOH of PV–hydrogen projects in 2030 and 2050, which describes the current
technology variability with variable parameters and the uncertainty of the technol-
ogy advancement with uncertain parameters. The combination of the learning curve
model and the Monte Carlo method provided an effective tool to study the impact of
future technological advances on project economics using historical data, the distribu-
tion of characteristic parameters of the technology, as well as the inherent laws and
uncertainties of the learning process.

• We found that among the six parameters reflecting the uncertainty in technological
progress, i.e., PV tracking system coefficient, PV conversion efficiency, electrolyzer
efficiency, electrolyzer degradation coefficient, and PV and electrolyzer capital cost,
PV conversion efficiency and electrolyzer capital cost have the most critical impact on
the LCOH of PV–hydrogen projects. Combined with the learning curve model, we
predicted the LCOH of PVs in hydrogen production to decrease from 30–65 CNY/kg
in 2020 to approximately 16–32 CNY/kg in 2030; by 2050, the LCOH may drop below
10 CNY/kg to approximately 8–18 CNY/kg. The decomposition of LCOH in 2020,
2030, and 2050 revealed that, of the capital expenditures, those of PVs and electrolyzers
always account for the largest share of the LCOH, while the operating expenditures
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of compressors account for the smallest share. The share of stack replacement and
water consumption costs continually decreases in the LCOH over time, while that of
hydrogen storage tank capital costs continually increases in the LCOH.

In this study, we focused on the green production of hydrogen energy and its eco-
nomics, but we did not make assumptions about the transportation and application of
hydrogen energy. We suggest that the infrastructure construction for hydrogen produc-
tion should be strengthened and clean energy hydrogen production projects should be
developed according to local conditions, especially in the solar energy-rich areas in western
China such as Qinghai, Tibet, and Xinjiang. We should explore a wide range of hydrogen
energy applications, reduce coal and pollutant emissions, and accelerate the replacement of
green hydrogen with gray hydrogen to achieve the double carbon goal in China as soon
as possible.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
2FCs Two-factor learning curves
AC Alternating current
ALK Alkaline
CAPEX Capital expenditures
CF Capacity factors
CNY Chinese Yuan
CPIA China Photovoltaic Industry Association
DC Direct current
HZB Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin
IRR Internal Rate of Return
IRENA International Renewable Energy Agency
LCOH Levelized cost of hydrogen
LCOE Levelized cost of electricity
NPV Net Present Value
P2X Power to X
PEM Proton exchange membrane
PSC Perovskite solar cell
PV Photovoltaic
PVH2 Photovoltaic hydrogen production
R&D Research and development
SOEC Solid oxide electrolyzers
TOPCon Tunnel oxide passivated carrier selective contacts
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Symbols
β Learning index
η1 PV conversion efficiency coefficient
η2 Conversion efficiency of the electrolyzer, (kg/kWh)
An Operating cost in year n
Bn Cash inflow in year n
C Tilted surface radiation coefficient
C0 The unit investment cost of the technology in the base year, (CNY/kW)

Ccapex(t)
The unit investment cost of the power generation/hydrogen production
equipment in period t, (CNY/kW)

Cn Cash outflow in year n
Ccompression Investment cost of hydrogen compression, (CNY)
CR Electrolyzer replacement cost
Cstore Investment cost of hydrogen storage tank, (CNY)
d Degradation factor of the electrolyzer
D(n) Annual multiplier of power consumption of the electrolyzer
EP Annual power generation, (kWh)
ES Irradiance under standard conditions, (kWh/m2)
Ec_h Hourly power consumption of the electrolyzer, (kWh)
Ep_h Hourly power generation of the PV plant, (kWh)
ER Rated power of the electrolyzer, (kWh)
En Energy consumption cost in year n
HA Hourly total horizontal solar radiation, (kWh/m2)
K Comprehensive efficiency coefficient
Kmin The minimum capacity of the electrolyzer
KEC The electrolyzer capacity factor
Lr Learning rate
Massstore The mass of hydrogen in the storage tank, (kg)
n Number of years
OCstore The annual operating cost of hydrogen storage tank, (CNY)
P Install PV capacity, (kW)
Pr Technological progress rate
Pw The price per unit of water used in hydrogen production, (CNY/m3)
QH2_h Hourly hydrogen production of the electrolyzer, (kg)
QH2_year Annual hydrogen production of the electrolyzer, (kg)
Qw The water consumption in hydrogen production, (m3/kg)
r Discount rate
t′ The year when the cumulative NPV is greater than zero for the first time
T The project life cycle
Tr The tracking system coefficient
Td Dynamic payback period
UCstore The capital cost of medium pressure hydrogen storage, (CNY/kg)
UOMstore The unit hydrogen storage operating cost, (CNY/kg)
VH2 Hydrogen flow rate, (m3/h)
VR Salvage value of fixed assets
X(t) The cumulative installed capacity of the technology in period t, (kW)
X0 The cumulative installed capacity of the technology in the base year, (kW)
Yn Hydrogen production volume in year n
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